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Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulation of shear-induced alignment
of amphiphilic model systems

Hongxia Guo, Kurt Kremer, and Thomas Soddemann
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Polymerforschung, Ackermannweg 10, 55128 Mainz, Germany

~Received 14 March 2002; published 18 December 2002!

We study the shear-induced alignment transition from transverse to the shear plane to parallel and perpen-
dicular in a lamellar or smectics system. A recently proposed simple continuum model for amphiphiles is
studied by large-scale nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulation. We find a shear-rate dependence of the
alignment transition under shear flow, parallel at low and perpendicular alignment at high shear rates. To
identify the alignment and degree of order of these shear-induced orientations by scattering, a 3D analysis of
the scattering data is needed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of amphiphilic systems such as diblo
copolymers and surfactants and of liquid crystals displa
wealth of physical phenomena of both fundamental physi
biological, and technological importance. There has b
substantial work on exploring their rich equilibrium pha
behavior in the past and a very well understanding has b
achieved by today@1–5#. In addition, there is much curren
interest in nonequilibrium behavior of these complex flu
i.e., under shear flow@6–12# and new phases have been d
covered. For example, Diat and Roux@8# discovered multi-
lamellar vesicles forming under high shear in lyotropic s
tems. These so-called onion phases are still subjec
extensive experimental research and very difficult to acc
by theoretical means. On the other hand there are dib
copolymers, whose lamellar equilibrium phase is subjec
reorientation when those systems are sheared. Simi
smectic liquid crystals display the very same basic behav
Hence, it is desirable to have the ability to predict the orie
tation of those lamellae. Under shear, molecules realign
the favorable~low frictional! structures. Bothex situ mea-
surements such as transmission electron microscopy, s
angle x-ray scattering~SAXS!, and small angle neutron sca
tering of the final state as well as scattering and flow b
fringence experiments directly applied under shear have b
performed. They provide a wealth of information on the po
sible shear-induced orientation transformations. On
theory side, Fredrickson@11# and Droletet al. @12# studied
the stability of the lamellar phase of diblock copolymers u
der shear flow.

Three obvious orientations with respect to the shear
plates can be defined: parallel with a layer normal in
velocity gradient direction, transverse with a layer norm
along the flow direction, and perpendicular with a layer n
mal in the vorticity direction. In the case of diblock copol
mers and smectic liquid crystals, the lamellae of a shea
sample tend to order, reorder, or reorient, depending on s
rate or frequency, into one of the above orientations. T
transverse orientation certainly is most unstable upon the
plication of shear. However, the dynamics from transvers
more favorable orientations in a lyotropic liquid crystal sy
tem was not monitored directly until recently by Golanet al.
1063-651X/2002/66~6!/061503~11!/$20.00 66 0615
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@13#, who successfully followed the gradual transition fro
transverse to perpendicular orientation in a lamellar phase
recording the SAXS spectra in the two-dimensional veloci
voriticity plane. They found that the maximum of final pe
pendicular alignment peak in the SAXS spectra was se
ingly smaller than that of initial transverse alignment peak
the spectra of their Fig. 3~c!, indicating a somewhat reduce
degree of order.

Experiments on other lamellar systems have shown
existence of parallel or perpendicular orientations as a fu
tion of shear rate@7,9#. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 1
besides perpendicular orientation the transverse alignm
can also transform into the parallel alignment under cert
shear conditions. To fully characterize these shear-indu
alignments, 3D scattering spectra are needed, which are
perimentally not available. In addition, the experiments c
not provide any spacial resolution, which would be needed
order to identify the underlying mechanism. Thus the deta
of the transverse domain tilting to the perpendicular orien
tion and the inter-relation between the flow, structures, a
rheological properties are still unclear.

Recently, some of us published a simple model for
effective large-scale simulation of amphiphilic systems@14#.
In the present work, we study the behavior of transver
oriented lamellar systems under shear by molecular dyn
ics simulations applying the same model. We find that
pending on the shear rate one is able to identify a transi
from transverse to perpendicular or transverse to para
The paper is organized as follows: In the following secti
the simulation model and methods are briefly reviewed. T
is followed by a presentation of the simulation results a
discussion of the findings. Thereafter, we calculate the s
tering function and discuss them in the context of the exp
mental results. In the concluding remarks we summarize
main findings of this paper.

II. MODEL AND METHODS

There are several simulation studies on lamellar syste
employing models for mesogenes forming smectic liqu
crystals@15#, surfactants or lipids@16# as well as block co-
polymers in the lamellar phase@17,18# in the recent litera-
ture. However, the chosen models require typically compu
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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rescourses, which only allow to study fairly small system
taking the total number of amphiphilic molecules or mes
genes considered. In the following we briefly review t
simulation model for amphiphilic dimers introduced by som
of us earlier@14#. The basic ingredients of this model a
particles that interact through spherically symmetric pot
tials.

Like most molecular dynamics~MD! simulation all par-
ticles exhibit a hard core that provides an effective exclud
volume. A convenient choice for this is a Lennard-Jones~LJ!
potential that is truncated at the minimum, and shifted,

ULJ5H 4eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6

1
1

4G r<21/6s

0 r>21/6s,

~1!

wheree, s, andr are the energy scale, the length scale, a
the distance between particles.

As a minimal model for amphiphilic molecules, we on
consider dimers of different species. From polymer simu
tions@19,20# it is known that it is computationally efficient to
link the dimers via anharmonic FENE~‘‘finitely extensible
nonlinear elastic’’! springs with spring constantk and maxi-
mum extensionR0 ,

UFENE5H 2
1

2
kR0

2 lnF12S r

R0
D 2G r ,R0

` r>R0 .

~2!

The parameters for the FENE potential are chosen to bk
55 andR052.

In order to introduce a bias towards phase separation,
particles have in addition to their hard core interaction
attractive tail in their potential. The like-particle interactio
is simulated by adding a cosine wave to a hard core Lenn
Jones, and is given by

FIG. 1. The sketch of the coordinate system and possible t
sition from initial transverse alignment to the parallel and the p
pendicular orientation.
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ULJcos55
4eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6

1
1

4G2f r<21/6s

1

2
f@cos~ar 21b!21# 21/6s<r<1.5

0 r>1.5.
~3!

Heref is the depth of the attractive well, essentially playin
the role of an inverse temperature.a andb are determined as
the solutions of the linear set of equations

21/3a1b5p, ~4!

2.25a1b52p, ~5!

i.e., a53.173 072 867 8 andb520.856 228 645 44.
With this set of potentials a dimeric melt~AB dimers! is

simulated with molecular dynamics method in theNVT en-
semble. The dimerA and B beads are connected by th
FENE spring. They serve as a coarse grained, miniminal
soscopic model of diblock copolymers or small surfactan
These systems exhibit a first-order transition from a dis
dered to a lamellar phase at a potential depth of abouf
51.2 @14#. A nematic phase is not accessible with the cho
of such a system as shown by Morse and Milner@21#.

In the present study all our systems are taken to be at
same fixed temperaturekBT51.0, whilef is slightly varied,
in order to run through the order-disorder phase transiti
For simplicity, we apply standard Lennard-Jones units for
energy and length scale withe5s51.0 for all particles. The
simulations were carried out at constant volume at a ti
step of dt50.01t, where t is the time scale given byt
5(s2m/e)1/2. For the integration of the equations of motio
we employed a standard velocity Verlet algorithm. The ov
all monomer number density is set tor50.85. Periodic
boundary conditions are applied in all three dimensions. O
viously, such a model is a very reduced representative of
most studied case of a conformationally symmetric a
phiphilic systems such as PEE-PEP~polyethylethylene-
polyethylene-alt-propylene, disregarding any entanglem
effects!, where the components have a small mechanical c
trast.

Shear is applied to the simulation systems via an exten
version of an algorithm introduced by Mu¨ller-Plathe @22#.
This algorithm is based on momentum transport within
system to achieve a certain velocity gradient and origina
from a nonequilibrium molecular dynamics method for o
taining thermal conductivities and Soret coefficients. The i
portant features of this algorithm concerning our applicat
and modifications have been explained in elsewhere@23,29#.
The velocity gradient in our system is given by¹zvx . The
shear viscosityh relates the momentum fluxj z(px) and this
gradient tensor via

j z~px!52h¹zvx . ~6!

A flux like this can always be described as a transp
through a surface perpendicular to its direction within a tim
interval Dt. In Müller-Plathe’s algorithmm the momentum

n-
-
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flux is imposed in an unphysical way. As illustrated in Fig.
the simulation box of sizeLx , Ly , andLz is subdivided into
Nsl slabs along the velocity gradient directionz with thick-
nessDd. The middle slab at positionz5Lz/2 and the bottom
slab at positionz50 are picked out. Both slabs have a de
ignated preferred direction of flow, e.g., the middle slab
wards1x, the bottom slab towards2x. In the original al-
gorithm one searches the two particles in both slabs, wh
move fastest against the preferred directions and excha
their momenta. By doing so, momentum (Dpx) is transfered
across the system. Such exchanges are performed at a
rate and the total transferred momentum inDt is given by
Px5SDpx . The response of the system to this nonequil
rium excitation is a momentum flux into the opposite dire
tion via a physical mechanism, the friction. In a steady sta
transport and flux are equal,

j z~px!5
Px

2LxLyDt
. ~7!

The momentum flux leads to a continuous velocity gradi
in the fluid and the mean velocity of each slab is given by
average over the particles belonging to it. Due to the tra
port of momenta the fluxj z(px) is exactly known. Given a
shear rate, the shear viscosity can be derived by

h5
Px

2LxLyDtġ
. ~8!

As described in our earlier work, we use an extended vers
and keep a given strain rate constant by repeated in
changes of momenta. For thermostating the nonequilibr
simulation we make use of the DPD thermostat which
have already successfully applied in our earlier simulati
For details of implementation with the DPD thermostat
refer to Ref.@23#. We should mention that our approach
different from that usually employed for anisotropic system
A thorough review of alternative methods can be found
Ref. @32#.

The structural evolution as a function of shear rate a
time is monitored by snapshots of particles in the box, pr
sure tensor, instantaneous viscosities, and by the ti
resolved structure factor. The degree of orientational orde
measured through the symmetric, traceless Saupe tensor@24#

FIG. 2. The sketch of the shear algorithm. For details see t
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Qab5
3

2
~ r̂ a r̂ b2 1

3 dab!, ~9!

where a and b are Cartesian indices,d is the Kronecker
symbol, andr̂ denotes a unit vector along the molecular ax
In the unaxial nematic phase, the volume average ofQab has
three eigenvalues (S,2S/2,2S/2), whereS.0 is the order
parameter and its eigenvectorn̂ is the orientation of director.
S is zero in the isotropic state and it approaches unity for
hypothetically perfect monodomain molecular alignme
The nematic directorn̂ is a unit vector describing the averag
direction along which the molecules point. For example,
the present simulation geometry, the perfect transve
lamellar phase has the only nonzero director componen
nx51, the parallel lamellar phase has the only nonzero
rector component ofnz51, and the perpendicular phase h
the only nonzero director component ofny51. Note that in
the lamellar~smectic! phase, especially under shear,n̂ is not
necessarily parallel to the layer normal! The pressure ten
is measured via the virial theorem by considering the con
vative forceF contribution and the momentum distributio
@25#

Pab5
1

V K (
i

miv i ,av i ,bL 1
1

V K (
i

(
j . i

Fi j ,a•r i j ,bL ,

~10!

wherevi is the velocity of monomeri andV is the volume of
the simulation box. In the isotropic case the bulk pressur
equal to one third the trace of the pressure tensor. At e
state point, systems are equilibrated for at least 4000t until a
steady state is attained. Then the shear is introduced.
data, except those instant response functions to monitor
structural evolution, are calculated after the system again
reached the steady state.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

When the model was introduced, the general aspects w
tested in detail@14#. For the present work we first improv
the precision in the location of the isotropic lamellar pha
transition point. For this we have performed a series of eq
librium MD simulations on a system size ofN5101 306
particles ~50 653 amphiphiles! in a cubic box of sizeL
549.212s at a number density ofr50.85s23. Initially, the
system is started in the disodered region at the poten
depth off50.0 as shown in Fig. 3~a!. As we know, a first-
order isotropic lamellar transition occurs at the ord
disorder transition temperature (TODT). Then we employ a
‘‘quasistatic cooling’’ procedure in which the last configur
tion at a givenf is used as the first configuration atf
1Df with a small incrementDf,0.1 ~cf. Fig. 4! to locate
the order-disorder transition point in our model system. F
ure 4 shows the overall order-parameterS and bulk pressure
vs f. At small values off, order parameter fluctuates aroun
zero; the system is in an isotropic state. With increasingf
~‘‘cooling’’ ! the pressure decreases linearly, whileS stays
roughly constant. Atf51.24, the transition occurs:Sexhib-
its a sharp jump toS50.53, accompanied by a discontinuo

t.
3-3
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decrease in pressure. By monitoring the configurations,
find that dimers aggregate and first form a multidom
lamellar structure. Then the small lamellar domains me
into a global~on the scale of the box! perfect lamellar phase
This result conforms to theoretical and experimental res
that symmetric diblock copolymers, below the criticalTODT
only order into lamellae@26,27#. Increasingf further, S in-
creases slightly, turns to level off at a value of aboutS
50.62, while the pressure continues to decrease roughly
ear with f. Upon ‘‘quasistatic heating’’ we find the revers
order-disorder transition with a pronounced hysteresis. E
slower cooling and heating, as well as the investigation
the smaller systems, does not reduce the hysteresis sig
cantly. Thus we locate the isotropic lamellar phase transi
at fODT51.2060.03. Like in the case of the isotropic sme
tic transition in liquid crystal systems and finite chain blo
copolymers, the transition is first order@2#. In addition, the
model system even tends to weakly reproduce the ch
stretching effect asf increases. For example, asf increases
from 0.8 to 1.23, the mean value of the bond length increa
from 1.088s to 1.100s. For long block copolymers the
change in chain extension of course is larger@28#.

As shown before@14#, the ordered system contains tru
2D liquid layers. To make sure that the starting system is

FIG. 3. ~a! The isotropic phase atf50 and ~b! the obtained
equilibrium lamellar phase atf51.3 for the typical system of
N/2550 653 dimers.
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subject to any anisotropic stress due to the periodic bound
conditions, we first check the pressure tensor in the lame
phase. The diagonal components of the pressure tenso
equal within the error bars, for example atf51.3, we obtain
Pxx5Pyy5Pzz52.86. The off-diagonal components a
found to vanish. The identification of tensionless lamel
state is needed to compare our findings to experiments
theory. The large difference in the tracer diffusions along
lateral and along the transverse directions further shows
the obtained lamellar system is indeed the fluid lamella. T
this simple model already gives a rather good physical p
ture of the equilibrium static lamellar~smectic! state for
diblock copolymers, surfactants, and liquid crystals. In t
following, We use this lamellar phase atf51.30, as shown
in Fig. 3~b!, to study the shear-induced orientation, unle
explicitly mentioned.

After preparing the perfectly ordered lamellar phase,
apply a shear with the shear plane and the shear direc
parallel to the layer normal, which is the so-called transve
orientation. For the same initial quiescent configuration,
apply shear rates betweenġ50.001t21 and ġ50.04t21, as
indicated in Figs. 5 and 6. In this range of shear rates, a
can be derived from the velocity profiles in Fig. 7, the a
sumption of linearity in the velocity field is valid though no
that clearly for the lowest shear rate, as long as we deal w
a spacially homogeneous system. Note that the introdu
velocity difference between subsequent layers even for
highest shear rate is much smaller than the typical ther
velocity. Table I ~a! illustrates the averaged values of th
director componentsnx , ny , and nz , order-parameterS,
shear viscosityh, and the strain energy density per time un
hġ2 for the final stationary configurations. Since the equil
rium layer structure is disturbed in the start up of shear
flow, the transverse orientation becomes unstable.

For the very weak shear rate ofġ50.001t21, the trans-
verse lamella first buckle and then become instable. Su
quently, they rotate into a state, where the layers are alm
oriented in plane with the shear flow. These tilted lame
FIG. 4. ~a! The averaged order-parameterS and ~b! the bulk pressure as a function of the potential depthf. ~1! denotes the way from
f50 to largerf, ~3! reverses the direction.
3-4
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have a predominant alignment in the parallel orientation
nz'0.90 with non-negligible director components along t
other two directions ofnx'0.31 andny'20.31. The order
parameter itself settles closely to the value at the star
state. For the shear rates betweenġ50.002t21 and ġ
50.006t21, the transverse lamella first buckle, then bre
into a disordered state, finally reorder and evolve into
parallel alignment ofnz.0.9. In this regime, with the in-
crease of shear rate, the value ofny increases slightly, the

FIG. 5. The variation of shear viscosity in unit of (me/s4)1/2

with time for different imposed shear rates. From the top curve
the bottom one, each curve corresponds to the case of shea
ġ50.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005, 0.006, 0.008, 0.01, 0.02, 0
and 0.04t21. Inserted, bulk pressure vs time for different she
rates. From the top curve to the bottom one, each curve corresp
to the case of shear rateġ50.03, 0.004, 0.002, and 0.001t21.

FIG. 6. The temporal evolution of~a! the order-parameterS, ~b!
the component of the directornx , ~c! ny ~black dot-dash and gray
solid! andnz ~black solid and gray dot-dash! for the shear ratesġ
50.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.03t21.
06150
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value ofnz decreases a little, butnx stays close to zero. From
the other studies on this model we know, that eventually
have to expect the perpendicular state as shear rate incre
For the higher shear rate betweenġ50.008t21 and ġ
50.04t21, similarly the transverse lamella first buckle, the
break and dissolve into the disordered state, but later ev
into the perpendicular alignment withny.0.9. Typical con-
figuration evolutions can be seen in Fig. 7. The detai
analysis of the structural evolution during these orientat
transitions will be given in the next two paragraphs. Here
discuss how the macroscopic observables such as inst
neous shear viscosity and bulk pressure change as a s
field with different shear rate is applied. As demonstrated
Fig. 5, first both viscosity and pressure increase rapidly t
transient peak value. This is the characteristic onset of
diverging viscosity and pressure, if one would like to indu
creep by shear in an ideal stable solid. The layers are b
but still resist the flow. This overshoot announces the in
dence of the above first stage of alignment transition or
→disorder forġ.0.001t21 and ‘‘order→ less order’’ forġ
50.001t21. Then viscosity and pressure drop relatively fa
to the typical value for the disordered system, gradually
caying into the typical values of the final stationary sta
This gradual decay is indicative of the second stage of
alignment transition disorder→order for ġ.0.001t21 and
‘‘less order→order’’ for ġ50.001t21. For 0.001t21,ġ
,0.008t21, the final phase is aligned parallel, the viscos
varies between 20(me/s4)1/2 and 12(me/s4)1/2. On the
other hand for 0.008t21<ġ<0.04t21, the final phase is
aligned perpendicular, the viscosity varies betwe
8(me/s4)1/2 and 7(me/s4)1/2. The relatively high shear vis
cosity atġ50.001 is a consequence of the tilt of the lame
along the unfavorable direction in the shear field. The sys
is stuck in this situation and we cannot await the final lo
time relaxation. The shear viscosity is more sensitive to
orientation than the bulk pressure. As expected, the trans
from the parallel to the perpendicular alignment accompan
a sharp drop in shear viscosity. A detailed analysis of
complex rheology will be provided in the further publicatio

The above analysis via the macroscopic observables p
sure and viscosity are supported by the corresponding m
toring of the order parameter and components of direc
Figure 6 shows the order-parameterSand the components o
director nx , ny , and nz vs time for the shear ratesġ
50.001t21, 0.002t21, 0.004t21, and 0.03t21. The order-
parameter curves show an initial drop and then rise slowly
finally level off. The data for the components of the direct
more directly mimic the behavior of the viscosity or pressu
data. nx exhibits a steep reduction and levels off close
zero, whilenz or ny display a significant increase. All thes
data indicate again that the ordered transverse phase is
torted upon the onset of shear, first buckles or ruptures,
then evolves into an ordered phase oriented in other di
tions. The only exeption from this is found for the lowe
shear rate ofġ50.001t21. nx does not decay to zero givin
the reason for the remaining rather high viscosity. Figur
visualizes typical orientation configurations and their velo
ity profiles at different times. The velocity profile is basical
linear in all cases ofġ>0.002t21 despite of some noise

o
ate
3,

r
ds
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FIG. 7. Simulation snapshots of the time evolution of orientation transition under~a! ġ50.001t21 and their corresponding velocity
profile, ~b! ġ50.002t21 and their corresponding velocity profile,~c! ġ50.004t21 and ~d! ġ50.03t21 and their corresponding velocity
profile.
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Since the equilibrium layer spacing is disturbed by the on
of the shearing flow, the transverse orientation becomes
stable. As shown in Fig. 7, in order to restore the lame
spacing to its preferred value, the layers bend along the
locity gradient direction. With the increase of shear rate,
undulation amplitude increases faster. For the very w
shear rate ofġ50.001t21, undulation in Fig. 7~a! tends to
rotate the layers into the parallel orientation. The lame
pattern is not completely torn apart. Both the order param
andnx do not decrease to zero. This is related to motion
larger chuncks of pieces of lamella, as is indicated by
nonlinear shear profile@i.e. Fig. 7a, state at 2800t#. In con-
trast to that, at higher shear rates, the bending as show
Figs. 7~b!, 7~c! and 7~d! quickly grows large enough to
nucleate defects. The layers break and transform to a t
sient isotropic phase. It can be seen from curves in Figs.~a!
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and 6~b! that the higher the shear rate, the less time it ta
for the transverse lamellar phase to melt. Forġ50.001t21,
as the value ofnx reduces, bothny and nz display distin-
guished changes, as shown in Fig. 6~c!. For ġ50.002t21

and 0.004t21, only nz , as plotted in Fig. 6~c!, exhibits a
strong rise close to one, suggesting that the dimers pref
parallel alignment in a weak shear flow. Note that this see
to be a direct consequence of the sample history. In a dif
ent investigation starting from a multidomain structure, w
were not able to stabilize the lamella in the parallel alig
ment, rather always ended up in the perpendicular state@29#.
Beyond this, forġ50.03t21, only ny , as drawn in Fig. 6~c!,
exhibits an abrupt rise to one, indicating that the dimers p
fer the perpendicular alignment in a strong shear flow. N
that even at the high shear rate ofġ50.03t21, the instanta-
neous velocity profile always stays linear.
3-6
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FIG. 7. ~Continued!.
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The subsequent transition path is strongly dependen
the shear rate. For low shear rate, the dimers first form s
parallel lamellae, then merge into a large lamella in para
alignment as exhibited in Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!. In this case, as
shown in Fig. 6,S steadily increases to its peak value abo
0.6 andnz stays near 1.0. In contrary to that, for higher she
rate, dimers first form short perpendicular lamellae, then
gregate into a large lamella in perpendicular alignment
seen in Fig. 7~d!. S steadily increases to its peak value 0.5
close to the initial degree of ordering, andny remains about
1.0. These results qualitatively conform with experime
and theoretical predictions. For PEP-PEE symmetric bl
copolymers, for instance, the parallel orientation is found
low shear rate, while the perpendicular one is induced at h
shear rate for temperatures nearTODT @9,11#. It indicates
again that the simple dimer model properly reproduces
generic dynamic behavior of block copolymer melts
smectic LC systems under shear.
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Only the resulting structure for the lowest shear rate
this context poses some questions. Here we obtain the t
lamella withS50.6,nx'0.31,ny'20.31, andnz'0.90, as
displayed in Fig. 7~a!. This is the only structure, where th
structural evolution always shows a significant degree of
der. Thus we should check whether the tilted lamella is
sulting from the incompatibility between the box size a
lamellar spacing, or represents a metastable phase
should relax towards the pure parallel alignment on su
ciently long time scales. Obviously, as demonstrated by
huge apparent viscosity, the current state is unfavorable. A
this is the only system, though at the smallest shear rate~!!,
where we find significant deviations from the linear she
profile. By checking the pressure tensor, we find that dia
nal components are nearly equal,Pxx52.87460.024, Pyy
52.87260.020, andPzz52.89760.031, and off-diagona
components are vanishingly small. So we can confiden
exclude the possibility that the tilt lamellar is constrained
3-7
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TABLE I. The shear-rate dependences of the components of the directornx , ny , and nz , and order-
parameterS, shear viscosityh in unit of (me/s4)1/2, and the strain energy density per time unithġ2 in unit
of @e3/(ms8)#1/2 for the stable configurations obtained by shearing the transverse lamella underf51.3. ~b!
The shear viscosityh in unit of (me/s4)1/2 and the strain energy density per time unithġ2 in unit of
@e3/(ms8)#1/2 for the stable configuration obtained by shearing perfect parallel and perfect perpend
lamella (f51.3) at different shear rates. Averages are taken over at least 3000t.

~a!

ġ(t21) 0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.02 0.0

^nx
2&1/2 0.999 0.306 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.052 0.003 0.015 0.0

^ny
2&1/2 0.002 0.306 0.155 0.164 0.231 0.391 0.429 0.994 0.995 0.998 0.9

^nz
2&1/2 0.021 0.901 0.987 0.986 0.972 0.920 0.902 0.091 0.099 0.046 0.0
^S& 0.604 0.601 0.607 0.609 0.595 0.596 0.596 0.585 0.563 0.589 0.5
^h& ` 51.51 16.34 14.66 13.54 13.23 12.67 8.076 7.938 7.576 7.3

hġ2"105 5.15 6.53 13.19 21.67 33.09 45.62 51.69 79.38 303.05 660

~b!

ġ(t21) 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.009 0.01 0.013 0.017 0.019 0.
^h&para 22.13 14.71 13.19 12.84 12.44 12.46 12.41 12.92 12.14 12

hparaġ
2"105 2.21 13.24 32.98 62.95 100.80 124.68 209.88 355.23 438.43 48

^h&perp 15.69 9.51 8.56 8.23 7.912 7.88 7.60
hperpġ

2"105 1.56 8.56 21.40 40.33 64.08 78.89 304.2
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the box size. Prolonging run time e.g., over 5.253106 time
step, we found no relaxation process to parallel state. O
by applying a rising shear flow with an incremented step
Dġ50.001t21, nx gradually decreases butnz increases. The
tilted lamellae transforms into the parallel lamellae at hig
shear rate, but the order parameter reduces. Typically
cubic box contains 13 double layers if the lamellae is
tilted against the principal axis of the simulation cell. Cou
ing along thez axis we here find only 12 due to the tilt. Th
means that shear was too small to completely reorganize
layers. The driving force for local order was larger than t
introduced shear stress, eventually also leading to the de
tions from a linear strain profile. The reduction of the nu
bers of sheet leads to an increase in amphiphiles per s
This can only fit into the box if the layers are tilted. An
relaxation would require substantial transverse diffusion
~or! or breaking of lamella. For both the shear stress is
viously too small. We expect this to be an artifact of t
constant shape of the simulation cell. In an experiment, h
ever, such tilted domains might occur as well. Obviously
our simulation, the orientation transition for the transve
lamella at the very weak shear rate is a transverse→tilt, but
at low and high shear rate is an initial fast transve
→ isotropic and a later slow isotropic→other preferred ori-
entations, depending on the value of shear rate.

At this point we have to ask, whether for the prese
system the state parallel to the shear plate can be the
ferred one, or would it for larger systems even be prefera
to display both, the parallel and perpendicular alignme
within the same regime. For this we give in Table I~a! and~b!
the shear viscosity and the strain energy density per time
~energy dissipation rate! for the stable configuration obtaine
by shearing transverse lamella and by shearing perfect
allel and perfect perpendicular lamella atf51.3 and differ-
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ent shear rate. We plot the energy dissipation rate of the fi
‘‘steady’’ state vs shear rate in Fig. 8. In a nonequilibriu
system one expectes the energy dissipation rate to minim
@30#. As one can see from Fig. 8, the data for both the o
tained perpendicular and a corresponding perfect perpend
lar structure are always somewhat lower than that for
obtained and the corresponding perfectly parallel orientat
Thus the obtained parallel orientations for the present sys
parameters are a metastable conformations as a result o
competition between the tendency to stick to layer
plaquettes and the shear-induced complete reorganizatio

FIG. 8. The strain energy density dissipated per time unithġ2 in
unit of @e3/(ms8)#1/2 for the stable configurations obtained b
shearing perfect parallel lamellae~open circle! and perfect perpen-
dicular lamellae~open square!, as well as for final steady state
derived by shearing perfect transverse lamella~filled triangle! under
different shear rate.
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IV. INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTS

Besides these direct observations of the order, we can
follow the time development of the structure factor, just a
has been done in a recent experiment on shearing tr
versely ordered smectic liquid crystals@13#. We calculate the
time evolution of structure factor

S~q!5
1

N (
i , j

eiq•r i j ~11!

along thex, y, z, and director axis, as well as in the~x,y!,
~x,z!, and~y,z! planes withq being commensurable with th
box. To clearly display the layer structure, we scatter off
centers of the dimers. Figure 9~a! shows the structure facto
S(q) of the initial transverse configuration along thex axis.
The single peak atq053.34s21 illustrates the perfect lamel
lar structure with a well-defined double layer spacing
32p/q053.76s21. Then we scan in the~x,y!, ~x,z!, and
~y,z! planes for constantq5q0(60.01).1 As expected, the
intraplane structure factor, that is in the~y,z! plane, shows no
structure at all for thisq value. The structure factor in th
~x,y! plane and in the~x,z! plane is indistinguishable. As
exhibited in Fig. 9~b!, three peaks of the same amplitude
0°, 180°, and 360° in the~x,y! plane indicate the layer norma
pointing along the subsequent shear direction. The very s
analysis we now perform for the time development of t
sheared transverse layers. We apply this to four ca
namely,ġ50.001t21, where the tilted lamella occurred,ġ
50.002 and 0.004t21, where the parallel lamella appeare
and ġ50.03t21 where we find perpendicular lamella. Fo
the tilted lamella as shown in Fig. 7~a!, calculating the struc-
ture factor along the experimentally accessible planes,
peak appears. This is due to the perfect, but tilted lame

1Note thatq has to be commensurable with the cubic box, allo
ing only for discrete values ofq52p(nx ,ny ,nz)/L.

FIG. 9. The structure factor scan for the unperturbed transv
state~a! as a function of the wave vectorq along thex direction and
~b! as a function of angle atq5q0 in the ~x, y! plane.
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Only scanning along the director axis, we find a significa
peak, as shown in Fig. 10. Furthermore, the maximum va
of peak~about 19 922.2! is even larger than that of the star
ing transverse phase~about 8952.12!, demonstrating the
shear-induced ordered state, which is obviously subjecte
an ordering stress. Actually the director fluctuations are
duced compared to the unsheared state. The time-depen
two-dimensional structure factor scans of the other orien
tion transitions, e.g., transverse to parallel are shown in F
11~a! and 11~b!, and transverse to perpendicular in Fi
11~c!. The transverse lamella first bend and then quic
break. The significant peaks typical of transverse lamella
0°, 180°, and 360° in~x,y! and ~x,z! planes all decrease rap
idly. Then structure factor becomes isotropic in any plane.
time elapses, forġ50.002 and 0.004t21, the broad peaks
around 90° and 270° in the~y,z! plane and~x,z! planes ap-
pear, demonstrating the parallel orientation of layers. Wh
for the ġ50.03t21, the broad peaks at 90° and 270° in th
~x,y! plane and approximately at 0°, 180°, and 360° in~y,z!
planes build up, demonstrating the perpendicular orienta
of layers. Subsequent evolution is accompanied by incre
ing peak heights and sharpening of the peaks. As expec
all these are in good agreement with the above analysi
order parameter, director and snapshots. It is noteworthy
the derived peak height in~x,z! plane for the final stable
parallel orientation and the derived peak height in~x,y! plane
for the perpendicular orientation are all smaller than the p
values of the starting transverse lamella. By examining or
parameter and director component in Table I and snaps
in Fig. 7, it is apparent that the obtained low peak height
the final state in these planes are not due to reduced orie
tional ordering but from small tilts in the alignment, i.e.,nx
'0.0 but nyÞ0 for ġ50.002, 0.004t21 and nx'0.0 but
nzÞ0 for ġ50.03t21. This is also verified by the scannin
results in the~y,z! plane. From the snapshots of Fig. 7, pr
jections of layers in the~y,z! plane are not affected by th
tilting. Compared with the peak heights in the correspond
~x,z! or ~x,y! plane, the peak heights in~y,z! plane increase
dramatically, even larger than the initial transverse pe
height forġ50.004, 0.03t21. As expected, the more tilted in
the ~y,z! plane, the lower the peak height is in the corr
sponding ~x,z! or ~x,y! plane. In the~y,z! plane, the pure
parallel orientation can be manifested by the observation
peak at 90° and 270°. However, since the obtained para
orientation show a small tilt, peaks emerge at 99° and 2
for ġ50.002t21 and at 104° and 283° forġ50.004t21. The
increase in shift angle with shear rate indicates the tende
to be aligned in perpendicular orientation as shear rate

-

se

FIG. 10. The structure factor scan for the tilted lamellar state
ġ50.001t21 as a function ofq along the director direction.
3-9
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FIG. 11. The evolution of structure factor scan as a function of angle atq5q0(60.01) in the (x,y), (y,z), and (x,z) planes at the
different shear rate. The arrows indicate the increased shearing time.~a! At ġ50.002t21 for the typical time 0, 50, and 100t in the (x,y)
plane, for the typical time 4500 and 23600t in the (y,z) plane, and for the typical time 0, 50, and 100~indicated by down arrows!, 4500 and
23600t ~by up arrows! in the ~x,z! plane.~b! At ġ50.004t21 for the typical time 0, 50, and 100t in the ~x,y! plane, for the typical time
2000, 2800, and 4700t in the (y,z) plane, and for the typical time 0, 50, and 100~by down arrows!, 2800, 4700t ~by up arrows! in the (x,z)
plane.~c! At ġ50.03t21 for the typical time 0, 10~by down arrows!, 1000, 3000, and 4800t ~by up arrows! in the (x,y) plane, for the
typical time 1000, 3000, and 4800t in the (y,z) plane, and for the typical time 0, 10, and 20t in the (x,z) plane.
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creases. For the perpendicular orientation, the peak pos
of the maximum is rotated byp/2 with respect to that of the
parallel orientation. The slightly tilted perpendicular orien
tion of Fig. 7~d! leads to peaks appear at 5° and 185° rat
than 0° and 180°, respectively. Besides the tilting of laye
undulations can affect the scattering results. As shown in
7~b! of parallel lamella atġ50.002t21, some undulations
are present. Undulation in the shear flow direction is stud
in detail by Soddemanet al. @23,29#. Here we find that this
undulation leads to the peak height in the~y,z! plane lower
than that of the initial transverse phase. So to identify
alignment and order degree of the shear-induced orientati
06150
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it is necessary to scan along several axis and in sev
planes. Only in this way, we can identify the degree of ord
and the orientation of the lamellae, and make clear that
difference in the maximum peak of the initial and fin
phases is due to some weak tilt or due to imperfect orde
with defects in the final state.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present work shows that it is possible to use lar
scale nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulation with
DPD thermostat to study the shear-induced alignment tra
3-10
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tion of diblock copolymer melts, surfactants and liquid cry
tals in a large-scale system. It is achieved by constructing
effective simplified continuum amphiphilic model. Und
shear flow the transverse lamellae first bend. Under v
weak shear rate, huge parts of layers gradually rotate
tilted alignment which has a predominant alignment in
parallel orientation ofnz'0.90 and has non-negligible direc
tor components along the other two directions ofnx'0.31
andny'20.31. For larger shear rates, the lamellae are t
apart and systems then evolve from the isotropic state
the ordered lamellar state which has a parallel orientatio
low shear rate and a perpendicular alignment at high sh
rate, basically in agreement with experiments and the
From measuring the energy dissipation rate, we find that
perpendicular alignment for the present system is more
vorable. However, the obtained parallel conformations t
out to be metastable for the present system. Mapping
onto experiment, we expect for typical small layer formi
molecules ~mesogenes forming smectics or small a
phiphiles like lipids! due to the small intralayer friction a
strong tendency of a transition into the perpendicular st
The predicted parallel alignment in the limit of the ve
weak segregation regime@31# will be very difficult to detect,
as this regime almost does not exist for the present syste
However, by varying the in plane friction~e.g., variable
les

l-

h-
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chain length! the two curves describing the energy dissip
tion rate in the parallel and perpendicular state of Fig. 8,
be shifted against each other, which eventually also lead
a situation where the parallel orientation is the prefer
steady state. To identify the alignment and order degree
the shear-induced orientation by scattering spectra, it is n
essary to scan along several axis and in several planes. F
our experience, the low peak of the final perpendicular ali
ment in the spectra of Fig. 3~c! in Ref. @13# may originate
from either of the following effects:~i! the final perpendicu-
lar phase is less ordered with defects or~ii ! it is in a slightly
tilted perpendicular alignment. In the future, we will use t
same method and vary the monomer properties of the m
to investigate the nonequilibrium dynamical behavior pe
nent to the diblock copolymer melts, surfactants, and liq
crystals. This might shed light in unveiling the underlyin
mechanisms for shear effect on the anisotropic complex
ids having different morphologies.
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